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We are convinced that the strength
of a trade show lies chiefly in the contacts
made, the exchange of ideas and the
interactions that lead to closing deals.
And, as many of you have told us since
the very first edition in 2016, the success
of Toys Milano, including Bay-B,
is the result of the desire to reconnect
at an Italian event, after a long wait
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INTRO

Even though we had hoped, right up to the last minute, that we
would be able to welcome businesses and buyers to the Fiera
Milano MiCo (Milano Convention Centre) for the 2020 edition of
TOYS MILANO we immediately went to work to develop TOYS
MILANO PLUS, a digital platform designed to bridge the gap
during this difficult period, while at the same time ensuring that
the meeting between supply and demand could still take place
in a safe environment. This new virtual venture also allowed
us to support a key sector, expanding the opportunity to the
producers of holiday and Christmas articles. An enormous effort that once again reaffirms our commitment to help industry
companies develop their business
Gianfranco Ranieri
President of Salone Internazionale del Giocattolo

This report aims at presenting the performance of Toys Milano
PLUS and the results of the interaction between buyers and
platform contents.
First of all, data on general trends about traffic and demographic composition of users will be presented. We will analyze in
detail buyers’ interactions to state the average visit duration
and pages viewed. The report will also include information regarding the use of message sending and downloads.

TOYS MILANO PLUS
FIRST DIGITAL EDITION
PERIOD: MAY 25 – JUNE 25, 2020
DURATION: 5 weeks, 32 days, 768 hours

FIRST DIGITAL
EDITION
In May 2020, Toys Milano officially presented
its digital edition: Toys Milano PLUS, an event
purposely conceived for the Web and open
for a month from May 25 to June 25, 2020.
Born to match the health emergency and fit
the new information needs of the sector, the
new on-line edition adds (PLUS) and does not
substitute the value and the typical features of
the physical edition.
Toys Milano Plus marks a new way of doing
business keeping up with the times, taking advantage of the resources provided by the Web.
Toys Milano Plus is the perfect solution which
allows buyers and companies to increase contacts, business, synergies and relationships,
multiplying benefits and opportunities.
The first event involved the participation of
242 brands, 112 companies and a target of
4,200 selected buyers.
Among foreign countries, the presence of the
United States, Holland, Finland, France, Switzerland, Austria, Spain, China, Germany and
UK was significant.
In the five-week online activity, the buyers
were able to appreciate and review the details
of 3,703 articles represented through 418
product sheets and more than 500 photos.
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During the fifth-week activity, Toys Milano PLUS recorded a total of 2,615 visits (2,234 unique visitors) and
34,403 pages viewed. 23% of visits result from foreign
buyers - representing 47 countries.
In addition to Italy (that stands for the 77% total amount
of visits) the most active countries as for the number
of visits were: United States, Holland, Finland, France,
Switzerland, Austria, Spain, China, Germany and UK.
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RESULTS
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The online exhibition was visited by buyers from 48 different countries.
“Other countries” at 3,8% shows the great interest of many foreign
markets.

23%

FOREIGN BUYERS

BUYERS’ ONLINE BEHAVIOR
AND INTERACTION WITH STANDS
Considering Buyers’ online behavior, some important data in
viewing companies pages. At each visit buyers typically opened
an average of 7 company’s profile (the highest peaks went over
the 15 profiles), spending about 6,5 minutes (highest values: 28
Companies for 28 minutes and more)
Buyers and exhibitors exchanged 900 messages and 6,600
product sheets downloads. 1.900 direct visits to Companies
websites were recorded.
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SOCIAL NUMBERS
& STRATEGY
Toys Milano PLUS has opted to use “social networks” as a marketing
tool, in particular Instagram and LinkedIn, for its first digital edition. Quite
evidently, social media can have a massive impact on purchasing decisions, so it has become essential for companies to learn how to use
it. The main objective of social media marketing is to generate visibility,
build direct relations with users and allow companies to present themselves in a new and more direct way by penetrating into homes, offices
or wherever a mobile device is present to reach current and potential
customers.
The potential return. Social Media Marketing obviously makes it easier
to measure market share, but it also facilitates launching new products,
raising brand awareness and brand reputation and increasing traffic
to institutional websites. Last but by no means least, it offers companies the chance to talk about themselves, to be seen “in person” and
to speak at a more personal and less official level. And we are just at
the start. Unquestionably, the use of these new and intriguing means of
presentation and persuasion are destined to increase as social networking expands and the number of internet users rises. As communication
and the means of communication change, it is essential for companies
to keep up or miss out.
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Datas in the five-week online activity.

TOYS
MILANO PLUS:
GET
INSPIRED
dall’idea al “go live”
This Toys Milano Plus section is focused on in-depth investigation and content. Just as at Toys Milano, the workshops provided visitors with industry-related analyses. Get Inspired was
conceived to offer buyers visiting the site recommendations
and inspiration for their own businesses, above all in difficult
times like the post-pandemic economic recovery.

GET INSPIRED
Six outstanding partners participated in the
preparation and dissemination of the content: Assogiocattoli, Milano Licensing Day,
Internotrentatre, NPD Group, Kiki Lab e The
Playful Living.

ASSOGIOCATTOLI

The trade association for the Toys and Games,
Childcare and Holiday Decorations industry –
partner of choice for Toys Milano and Toys Milano Plus – presented an informative paper on
the responsibilities of trade professionals regarding the Toy Safety Directive, an actual updating course for merchants who distribute toys.
Furthermore, thanks to our partnership with the
Unoquattro law firm, Assogiocattoli offered
three webinars on current “hot” topics: finance
and credit; contracts and legal aspects; smart
working and IT solutions, exclusively for visitors
to the platform.

MILANO LICENSING DAY

Not just an event, but also a reservoir of knowledge and an internationally acclaimed hub of
services in the world of licenses and brand
extension. Three MLD presentations were
featured on the Toys Milano Plus website: the
new “Screenshot” service to find out beforehand what’s happening in the entertainment
industry; the “Licensing Observatory” to analyze the dynamics of the world of licensing
from an objective, numerical perspective; and,
presentation of the 2020 edition of the “Milano Licensing Day” event.

INTERNOTRENTATRE

Specialists in product design, visual communication and event curatorship, Bice Dantona and
Bernardo Corbellini playfully call themselves
designers and, at their Internotrentatre offices,
are engaged in the comprehensive configuration of everything surrounding baby.
For Toys Milano Plus, they presented two articles focused on the current pandemic situation:
(“ready, (re)open, go!”, and “i’mstayinghome.
to play”) plus a piece on their own, the “Gioco
anch’io” [I play, too] project – the conception,

creation, advertising and distribution of inclusive toys.

NPD GROUP

The consumer and retail data collection research and consulting company prepared a
study on changes in consumption driven by the
health crisis and lockdown period. It sheds light
on how e-commerce and delivery options have
made the purchase of certain products accessible to consumers, especially self-care, food
and entertainment. It also shared a survey of
parents designed to interpret purchasing behavior during our industry’s peak time of year:
Christmas.

KIKI LAB

A retail consulting company, part of the Ebeltoft
Group, it combines strategic and operational
consulting with research, training courses and
services.
For Toys Milano Plus, KL devised a “smart &
safe” post-Covid reopening presentation. The
company also provided visitors with a survey
prepared for Assogiocattoli titled “Mi fido di
te” [I trust you] that focuses on the characteristics retail businesses must have to regain and,
above all, retain their customers’ trust.

THE PLAYFUL LIVING

The Playful Living is a co-ProgettAZIONI platform that takes a family-centric perspective
on relationships and the ‘baby as a person’ in
daily life. In partnership with CILAB (Politecnico di Milano), their objective is to explore, understand and interpret the vast world of baby
products and services. In the Get Inspired
section, they presented webinars, surveys and
interviews on the future of retail in the world of
kids, all created in interactive mode, during the
four-week-long digital event.

TOYS MILANO PLUS:
from the idea to “going live”

It took two years of planning, projects and programs to go live with the first edition of Toys Milano (April 2016). The idea was simple: to bring
together toy and child care product supply and
demand in one place, at a given time; something that had not occurred in Italy in years.
From the very first edition, the key ingredients
in its success were the desire and the pleasure involved in meeting others, shaking hands,
looking at products, discussing business and
other things, over lunch. The highest compliment came from a veteran industry agent who,
walking through the halls, commented to his
colleague: “Look at this! We’re all here; it feels
like being back at the Salone del Giocattolo”. A
slight exaggeration (about 60 companies and
600 buyers participated in the first edition) and,
by now, the splendors of the legendary Milan
toy fair are hopelessly forgotten in a diminished and seriously changed market. But still,
that was the feeling and, from then on, each
year added something that made Toys Milano
(recently, along with Bay-B) a must event for
everyone.

Then, without warning, Covid-19 stormed in
and changed everyone’s life for quite a while.
On February 22nd, my first thought was – find
another date, a little later in the year, closer to
summer, just to be sure we were out of danger
of the pandemic but not so far out as to make
the event superfluous. End of June, perfect; by
then there would have been some stagnation in
the sector’s economy and June could still work.
“But, in June will the pandemic be over? Yes,
of course! If it weren’t over by then, postponing Toys Milano would be the least of our problems”… . Alas, if not the least, it was one of the
lesser problems that our health, first, and then
our economy, had to (and still have to) survive.

Yet, as many have done, we needed to come up
with a response, quickly. Something that would
be useful to the companies in such tumultuous
times, and that would make them feel part of a
group; something even truer now, if you think
of our company as the operational arm of the
association. In lockdown, not being able to see,
meet or talk in person, digital was the obvious
direction to go. But we had to move fast, putting
efficacy ahead of efficiency. The idea was to
provide the sector with a quick tool that could
help simulate, as closely as possible, the benefits of Toys Milano. Simulate, because – in my
opinion – nothing can replace human contact.
The team (Salone del Giocattolo and Assogiocattoli) went right to work toward the stated objective: to go live May 25th with a digital platform
where companies could showcase the products
they were focusing on in this campaign and the
buyers – our Toys Milano and Bay-B data base –
would be able to browse and choose products
they might not have thought of.

And so it went: on May 25th we went live online. We immediately knew the idea had been
well-received and, in most cases, utilized to
the fullest. The figures are in this report and
demonstrate its success.
At the time of writing this brief text, it is still not
completely clear if we are out of the (Covid)
woods yet (as it appears, and we all hope) or, if
something will happen that will plunge us back
into the deepest doubt. The experts don’t know;
the politicians don’t know. But, one thing we all
do know: recovery will be difficult and we have
not yet begun to bring the effects of the crisis
into focus. They are there, on the horizon; we
can feel them but we haven’t yet lived through
them. It will take all of our business acumen,
our imagination, our skill and our experience to
come out of it as quickly as possible.
We will learn from our first digital experiment;
we will maximize its potential, modify it to make
it more suited to the needs we identified during
this month in operation and we will put it at the
service of companies as a support. For now,
we can’t wait to reopen the doors of our trade
show, to shake hands, to go from stand to
stand and see optimism, hopes, projects … all
the things that make our profession satisfying.
I look forward to seeing you at Toys Milano and
Bay-B in 2021.
Paolo Taverna
Director Salone Internazionale del Giocattolo

BRAND

Participating Companies

AMA GIOCO NATURALMENTE
ARTSANA
ASMODEE
AZIAMOR
BABY LOVE 2000
BÉBÉ CONFORT
BIGJIGS TOYS
BORELLA - L'ORSO MAGO
BORGONOVO
BUZZ ITALIA
CAM - IL MONDO DEL BAMBINO
CAYRO THE GAMES
CARNIVAL TOYS
CARRERA TOYS
CHILDHOME
CLAUDIO REIG
CLICK EUROPE
COLORVELVET
CONSORZIO BEBE ROYAL
CONTAINER
CORIEX
CRANIO CREATIONS
CREATIVAMENTE
DAL NEGRO
DENVER SRL
DIGICOM
DIMAV - BIG PARTY
DINO BIKES
DULCOP
DV GIOCHI
DYNIT
EGMONTS TOYS
EMMIS KLEMMIS
EPOCH
EUROMARCHI
EURONATALE
FABA
FIOCCO BALOCCO
FLORA

FOPPAPEDRETTI
FULGOSI
FUN LAB
FYASA
GEOMAG
GIOCHI PREZIOSI
GIOCOPLAST NATALE
GRACO
HAPE
HASBRO
HORNBY HOBBIES
IMC TOYS
INGLESINA
INTERTEK
ITALBABY
ITALTRIKE
JAKKS PACIFIC
JOY TOY
JURA TOYS
KLAMASTÈ
LE TUI TUI
LEGLER
LEGO
LELLY BY VENTURELLI
LISCIANI GROUP
LM CARDS
LOTTI
LOVEINFASHION
LUDATTICA
LULABI
MAGIC BOX
MANDELLI
MAZZEO GIOCATTOLI
MELISSA & DOUG
MICRO BY SELEGIOCHI
MIGLIORATI
MONDO
MS EDIZIONI
MUNECAS ARIAS

NEW RAY
NICE GROUP
ODS TOYS
OFFICINE FA
OK BABY
OLIPHANTE
ONLI CLICK YOUR LIGHT
ONLY STOCK
PEG PEREGO
PICCI
PREQU' ITALIA
PROLUDIS GIOCATTOLI
RE.EL TOYS
RED GLOVE
REMMY
REVELL
ROSSI ROSA
SABBIARELLI
SASSI EDITORE
SBABAM
SCHELICH BY SELEGIOCHI
SELEGIOCHI
SIMBA TOYS
SOPHIE LA GIRAFE
SOUZA!
SPIN MASTER
THE FOX GIOCATTOLI
THULE
TINY LOVE
TODO
UL - IISG
UNIVERSAL
VILLA GIOCATTOLI
VOGANTO KIDS

toysmilano.plus

